Small General Education Courses
Courses with prior enrollments of fewer than 55 students
Spring 2019

AESTHETIC AND INTERPRETIVE UNDERSTANDING

Aesthetic and Interpretive Understanding 42. Is Revolution or Reform the Best Way to Transform Society?
James Simpson (English)
Tu., Th., at 12, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Aesthetic and Interpretive Understanding 47. Forbidden Romance in Modern China
David Der-Wei Wang (East Asian Languages and Civilizations)
M., W., at 10:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Aesthetic and Interpretive Understanding 63. East Asian Cinema
Jie Li (East Asian Languages and Civilizations)
W., at 12, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Aesthetic and Interpretive Understanding 64. Chaucer: The Canterbury Tales
Nicholas Watson (English)
Tu., Th., at 12, and a weekly section to be arranged.

CULTURE AND BELIEF

Culture and Belief 45. The History of the English Language
Daniel Donoghue (English)
Tu., Th., at 1:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Culture and Belief 60. Religion in India: Texts and Traditions in a Complex Society
Diana Eck (South Asian Studies; The Study of Religion)
Tu., Th., at 10:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

ETHICAL REASONING

Ethical Reasoning 20. The Conduct of Life in Western and Eastern Philosophy
Roberto Mangabeira Unger (Harvard Law School), Michael J. Puett (East Asian Languages and Civilizations), and Cornel West (African and African American Studies; Harvard Divinity School)
W. at 1, and a weekly section to be arranged.
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SCIENCE OF LIVING SYSTEMS

Science of Living Systems 17. Human Physiology: From Personal to Public Health
Stephanie A. Shore (School of Public Health) and Nancy Long Sieber (School of Public Health)
M., W., at 10:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

SCIENCE OF THE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE

Science of the Physical Universe 12. Natural Disasters
Brendan J. Meade (Earth and Planetary Sciences)
Tu., Th., at 10:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Eric Heller (Chemistry and Chemical Biology; Physics)
Tu., Th., at 10:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Science of the Physical Universe 22. The Unity of Science: From the Big Bang to the Brontosaurus and Beyond
Irwin Shapiro (Astronomy; Physics)
M., W., at 10:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Science of the Physical Universe 30. Life as a Planetary Phenomenon
Dimitar Sasselov (Astronomy)
Tu., Th., at 10:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

SOCIETIES OF THE WORLD

Societies of the World 31. Political Economy After The Crisis
Roberto Mangabeira Unger (Harvard Law School) and Dani Rodrik (Harvard Kennedy School)
M., at 1, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Societies of the World 33. Tokyo
Theodore C. Bestor (Anthropology)
M., W., at 1:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Societies of the World 35. Conditional Equality: The Case of the Jews of Europe in Modern Times
Jay Harris (Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations)
Tu., Th., at 1:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.

Societies of the World 43. Japan’s Samurai Revolution
David Howell (East Asian Languages and Civilizations)
M., W., at 10:30, and a weekly section to be arranged.
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UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD

United States in the World 29. Designing the American City: Civic Aspirations and Urban Form
Alex Krieger (Graduate School of Design)
Tu., Th., at 12, and a weekly section to be arranged.